
 

 

OBSERVATIONS ON TOYS AND TRENDS 

 

In addition to providing updates on toy trends in the marketplace, Toy Industry Association (TIA) staff is monitoring 
trends in other industries that can influence future toys and games. Brief reports and observations are provided 
periodically to members; questions can be directed to TIA’s toy trends team.   

 

 

Toy Trend Tidbits 
 

Periodically we will provide a collection of random thoughts and observations that have been gathered across 
categories and could influence what’s happening in the toy aisle. 
 
  
Uncovering the Olinguito 

 
Smithsonian scientists recently announced the discovery of a new species of 
mammal, the olinguito. Described by The Wall Street Journal as a mix of house  
cat and teddy bear, this tree-dwelling creature is the first new mammal species 
found in the Western Hemisphere since 1978. While the Chicago Tribune wrote 
an article pondering the culinary implications of the world’s newest mammal,  
our trend trackers here at TIA are betting that the olinguito will make a better 
cuddly plush.  
 
 
The Royal Influence 

 
Just as his mother, Duchess Catherine, influences fashion trends around the world, expect 
Prince George to influence global baby style. The aden + anais “jungle jam” blanket that the 
prince was seen swaddled in leaving the hospital is now sold out (for now) in Britain and the 
United States. The manufacturer is currently busy with a new production run of the famous 
blanket.  
 
Prince William told reporters that his son’s bedroom will be furnished with an African 
theme and will feature toy elephants and rhinos prominently around the room.   
Expect stylish parents around the world to follow suit with their children’s rooms and toys.    
 

 
 
Painting Paris Pink 

 
Pantone recently reported that Paris has pink on the brain – and the color, in addition to being used in its 
stereotypical soft way – has a new, more edgy and alternative identity.  Pinks of all kinds are being seen on the 
street, in cafes and parks, bicycles and taxis – and even on the new postage stamp designed by Hermes.   
 
Heard of black and white parties? How about pink? Intercolor’s 50

th
 anniversary celebration featured a pink  

gala dinner where the pink dress code was taken up a notch with an array of pink delicacies in the rosy backdrop  
of Café Fauchon. The pink theme was chosen by Comité Français de la Couleur to represent France's chromatic 
identity. Think pink is just for females? Pops of fluorescent pink are being seen in store windows across Paris, and 
the items — from pants and shoes to blazers and furniture — are appealing to men and women alike.  
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STEM Behind Hollywood 

 
The trend of STEM education and what’s hot in Hollywood collide with the 
introduction of “STEM Behind Hollywood” by Texas Instruments. The campaign, 
aimed at getting middle and high school students excited about STEM subjects 
and careers, stresses that there’s a lot more to Hollywood magic than smoke 
and mirrors – popular movie and TV shows about zombies, superheroes, 
spaceships and true crime only come to life because of science, technology, 
engineering and math (STEM). 
 
Developed with assistance from The Science & Entertainment Exchange and actress Mayim Bialik, the program 
helps students make the connection between what they see on screen and real concepts. Bialik, an Emmy-
nominated actress portraying a scientist on The Big Bang Theory, is actually a scientist in real life. 
 
“STEM Behind Hollywood” makes math and science come to life in a series of free online classroom activities 
available at www.stemhollywood.com that help teachers demonstrate the real-world concepts behind four 
popular Hollywood themes:  zombies, space, superheroes and forensics. 
 
 
Emoticon Storytelling  

 
You’ve heard the term transmedia storytelling, but what about emoticon 
storytelling? That’s right … those little faces that you either love or hate are being  
used in a variety of ways to connect with consumers.  
 
Trendhunter.com reports that emoticons, particularly those used for iPhones, are 
being adopted by artists and marketers alike to succinctly relate and communicate 
to consumers. Some examples include emoticons in TV recaps, photo apps, 

advertisements and more.  
 
What implications might this trend have on the toy industry? Will games and tablets use more emoticons  
in the future or will the use of emoticons become the next wave of toy packaging trends?  
 
 
We hope these “trend tidbits” have been of interest. Please check back regularly for more trend updates! 
 
 

 
 

About the Author 
 
Adrienne Appell is the Toy Industry Association’s (TIA) leading trend specialist. She maintains 
close communication with TIA members to stay abreast of what’s new, next and cutting-edge in 
the toy industry and is constantly on the lookout for trends in other industries that will cross over 
to influence future playthings. 
 
Adrienne can be reached at 646.520.4863 or via e-mail at aappell@toyassociation.org.  
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